
1) In the “Scope of Service”, the RFP states a requirement for the “ability to support a minimum of 
5 concurrent users (for data entry and reporting purposes)”, yet in “Attachment #2 - Summary 
of Services”, it states a need for up to 15 users be able to access view only reports. What is the 
total number of users? 5 concurrent users and how many “casual” users – 10?   
 
No more than 15 total.  Up to 5 with data entry capability and up to 10 able to pull and view 
reports only. 
 

2) In the “Scope of Service”, the RFP calls for “the ability to track up to 5 separate companies”. 
Can you please define “companies” as it relates to this requirement? Is this due possibly to 
tracking 5 different funds separately or does your organization need 5 different charts of 
accounts? 
 
We have two additional companies that are reported separately, both are 501C3.  Our Audited 
Financial Statements show them as discreetly presented, so they would need to have a 
separate balance sheet.  We currently use QuickBooks for them.  Those companies have no 
employees. 

 
3) In the “Scope of Service”, the RFP calls for “conversion of data from current system (Grants 

Management Systems) for three prior fiscal years”. Our standard conversion (where History File 
conversion is offered) includes the current fiscal year and one prior fiscal year’s data. Should 
we plan to quote one (1) additional year of history, for a total of current fiscal year + 2 prior 
years? Or, should we plan to quote two (2) additional years of history, for a total of current 
fiscal year + 3 prior years? 

 
We would like to have history for fiscal year 16-17, 17-18 and 18-19.  It IS ok to price the third 
year separately. 

 
4) In the “Scope of Service”, the RFP list a requirement to “assign time remotely from satellite 

offices”. How many remote locations does your organization have?  
 
Currently one.  However, have had as many as seven. 

 
5) In the “Summary of Services”, the RFP asks “are there cost allocation options (for leave, fringe, 

and indirect)”? Our system handles salary allocations within payroll, but can you provide more 
details on what you’re seeking? 
 
Will attach cost allocation plan.   Also See Table 5a  

 
6) In the “Summary of Services”, the RFP asks “are there options within cost allocation to set 

custom parameters”? Our system allows for allocation pools, but can you be more specific on 
what is actually desired here? 
 
We have a separate cost pool that we are able to set the distribution to specific cost centers as 
well as determine the methodology for the distribution (% or units, etc.) 



 
7) In the “Summary of Services”, the RFP asks “does the software allow for other types of 

allocation pools”? Can you provide examples of the types of pools you’re referencing? 
 
We have a pool code for the out-based centers we oversee.  Those expenses are all coded to 
the appropriate line item in that pool and when cost allocation is run, those accumulated costs 
are spread (based on a percentage in this case) to various program costs.   

 
8) In the “Summary of Services”, the RFP asks “does the software permit tracking projects or 

grants at multiple levels of interest”? Can you define what is meant by “multiple levels of 
interest”? 
 
We work with grants and contracts that vary in length from one to three years (sometimes 
more).  On Revenue and Expense reports we currently see budget, prior year (which can be 
from one to five or six lumped together), current month, YTD and Project total (Prior Year 
column + YTD).  Sometimes program staff need quarterly information, sometimes fiscal year 
information and sometimes just totals.   

 
9) For the “Timekeeping and Reporting”, would there be any need for or interest in “job costing”? 

If so, would you provide examples? 
 

Our agency manages grants and contracts.  We have well over 100 codes that we use to track 
costs by grant and/or contract.  Staff, on an annual basis have multiple codes/jobs/cost centers 
that they charge time to as well.  We are currently able to assign various codes by department 
and staff person so that they are able to choose the appropriate code to charge time or other 
costs to.  I suppose this is similar to job costing. 
 

10) For the “Timekeeping and Reporting”, does your organization have any employees that work 
“shifts”, as in overnight, for example? If so, do they receive any “differential” pay for this?   
 
No shift work and typically no overtime. 

 
11) For the “Timekeeping and Reporting”, does your organization need to do rounding of time or 

other types of restrictions? If so, please define.   
 
No.   

 
12) For the “Timekeeping and Reporting”, can you define your organization’s overtime policy? 

 
Our employees do not work overtime. 

 
13) For the “Timekeeping and Reporting” functionality desired, how many of the 150 employees 

will use the free web clock on their individual laptop or pc, and how many will use the mobile 
app (cell phone)? For use of a tablet for time entry, will your organization want the tablet(s) 



configured to function as a “kiosk”, centrally located so that multiple employees can utilize one 
tablet at a location? 

 
Our current system is web based, so employees use cell phone application and their desktop 
computers to assign time.  We are not interested in a Kiosk at this time. 
 

14) Is Lower Savannah Council of Governments (LSCOG) open to vendors partnering with a 3rd party for 

Payroll and Timekeeping functions whose product is cloud based and has an API which integrates with 

Financial Software ? 

 

Yes. 

 

15) How many users would need view only capabilities? 

Up to 10. 

16) With regard to the ability to track 5 separate companies, do the 5 companies have the same GL 

account structure and do they have the same Fiscal Year End? 

Yes and Yes.   

17) On page 9, can you clarify: provide security to safeguard personal identifiable information? 

Must be able to provide layers of security to protect employee and contractor personal identifiable 

Information (PII). 

18) Is there any event or any specific reason that is driving the go live date? 

 

We were anticipating going live the first day of our fiscal year, 7/1/19?  However, due to needing time 

to close our books and prepare financial statements, this could be delayed as long as all data can be 

converted (vs. double data entry). 

 

19) Are you looking only at a cloud solution or are you also interested in on-premise pricing? 

As long as it will work in a cloud based environment, either is fine. 

20) We offer an Access (manager license) in which managers with security can query, run reports and 

create specific department budgets inside the system.   It is a limited license.  How many managers 

need to be in the system on a concurrent basis? 

No more than two or three at a time. 

 

 

 


